Abstract. Let A1 be a stratified space and suppose that both the complement of the n-skeleton and the «-stratum have been endowed with combinatorial piecewise linear (PL) structures. In this paper we investigate the problem of "fitting together" these separately given PL structures to obtain a single combinatorial PL structure on the complement of the (« -l)-skeleton. The first main result of this paper reduces the geometrically given "fitting together" problem to a standard kind of obstruction theory problem. This is accomplished by introducing a tangent bundle for the «-stratum and using immersion theory to show that the "fitting together" problem is equivalent to reducing the structure group of the tangent bundle of the «-stratum to an appropriate group of PL homeomorphisms. The second main theorem describes a method for computing the homotopy groups arising in the obstruction theory problem via spectral sequence methods. In some cases, the spectral sequences involved are fairly small and the first few differentials are described. This paper is an outgrowth of earlier work by the authors on this problem.
Let A be a stratified space and suppose X is locally triangulable. The problems that we wish to study in this paper are those of the existence and classification of piecewise linear (PL) structures on A which are compatible in a sense made more precise below, with the stratification of A. This paper is a continuation of our earlier papers [2] and [3] , but may be read independently of them. We recall some definitions.
Let A be a space. A stratification of A is an increasing family of closed subsets of X, {X{n)\n > -1} such that A(_l) = 0, there exists a positive integer A such that X(N) = A, and for every n, each component of A(n) -A(n_1) is open in X(n) -A("_1). The space A(n) (respectively, A<n) -A(""") is called the n-skeleton (respectively, n-stratum) of {A(n)}; while A is called the formal dimension of X. If A(n) -A"*"-1' is a (possibly empty) topological (TOP) w-manifold without boundary, then {Xw} is called a TOP stratification of A. A TOP stratified space is a pair (A, {A(n)}) where {A(n)} is a TOP stratification of A. When no confusion will arise, we suppress explicit mention of the stratification and denote a stratified space simply by A.
viewed as strata, they may not be homogeneous viewed as subsets of A. (Think of F3 as having two strata: one consisting of a horned sphere, the other being its complement.) To rule out such pathologies, we will consider only locally cone-like TOP stratified spaces (i.e. CS spaces in the sense of Siebenmann [26] ). A TOP stratified space is locally cone-like if for every x G A(n) -A("-1), there exist a compact stratified space L and a stratum-preserving (see §1 for the definitions) open embedding h : R" X cL^> X such that h(0, v) = x where cL denotes the open cone on L and v is its vertex. The space L is called a link of x and h is called a local chart. We shall call a locally cone-like TOP stratified space a TOP CS space.
Let A be a TOP CS space. A PL structure on A is combinatorial if the following conditions hold:
(i) for every n, A(n) is a subpolyhedron of A; (ii) for every n, A(n) -A("~ ° with its induced PL structure is a PL manifold (i.e. X(n) -A(""° is combinatorially triangulated);
(iii) for every n and every component C of A(n) -A("_1), there exists a polyhedron L depending on C such that for every x G C, there exists a PL open embedding h: R" X cL -» A such that h(0, v) = x.
In fact, we wish L to be a PL stratified polyhedron (see §1) and h to be stratum-preserving. Condition (iii) above is a compatibility condition. It is included to insure that the strata of A have the same homogeneity piecewise linearly as they do topologically. (The reader will note that this definition of combinatorial PL structure is stronger than our use of this term in [2] .)
The problem we consider may now be stated somewhat more precisely as follows: Let A be a locally triangulable TOP CS space. Does A support a combinatorial PL structure? If so, how are these structures classified? Our approach is to proceed by induction down the strata of A under the following inductive hypotheses: (a) the space A is a TOP CS space; (b) there exists an integer m > 0 such that A(m) -X(m'X) and A -A(m), respectively, are endowed with combinatorial PL structures a and ß, respectively.
Condition (b) is a necessary condition for the existence of a combinatorial PL structure on X -A(m_1). By assuming that the manifold A(m) -A(m_1) has a PL manifold structure a, we are assuming only that the well-understood obstructions of Kirby-Siebenmann (cf. [13] or [14] ) or Lashof-Rothenberg (cf. [17] or [18] ) type vanish. Our main objective is to study the problem of extending the structures a on A(m) -A(m_1) and ß on A -A(m) to obtain a combinatorial PL structure y on A -A(m_1). In order to have some chance of finding such a structure y, we add the following condition to the inductive hypothesis:
(c) for every component C of A(m) -A(m_1>, there exists a PL stratified polyhedron L such that for every x G C there exists a stratum-preserving open embedding h: Rm X cL -* X -Xim~X) such that h(0, v) = x, h(Rm X v) G A(m) -A(m_1), h(Rm X (cL -v)) G X -A<m), and such that the restrictions of h to Rm X v and Rm X (cL -v) are PL.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Condition (c) amounts to assuming the existence of local triangulations of A that are compatible with the PL structures a and ß. This is a necessary condition for the existence of a combinatorial PL structure y on A -x<-m~X) extending o and ß. On the other hand, an example of Siebenmann [25, §3] shows that local triangulations satisfying (c) do not always exist.
The following results are our principal theorems.
Proposition 3.1. Let (A, {A(n)}) be a TOP CS space. Let C be a component of A(m) -A(m" x\y G C, and L be a link ofy. Then the diagram cXcxX^C (1) where A(x) = (x, x) and prx(x, z) = x defines a microbundle over C with fiber cSm-x * L.
The proof of 3.1 is given in §3. In that section we also invoke the Kister-Mazur [15] arguments and replace the microbundle (1) with a fiber bundle with fiber cSm~x * L. This bundle is called the tangent bundle of C in X and is denoted t(C; X) or simply t(C) when A is clear from the context.
In the presence of the inductive hypotheses (a)-(c), we may take L to be a polyhedron. The proof of 3.1 then shows that the structure group of t(C) is the semi-simplicial complex TOP *(cSm_1 * L) a /c-simplex of which is a stratum-preserving homeomorphism h: A* X (cSm~x * L)->Ak X (cSm~x * L) which commutes with projection on A* such that h\Ak X cSm~x and A|A* X (cSm~x * LcSm~x) are PL. We require also that A|A* X v be the identity. Let PL(cSm~x * L) be the subcomplex obtained by requiring h to be PL. We remark that if A -A(m) u C has a combinatorial PL structure extending a and ß, then there is a lift tc of tc.
Let y0 and y, be two combinatorial PL structures on A -A(m) u C that extend a\C and ß. We say that y0 and y, are concordant if there exists a combinatorial PL structure T on [A -A(m) u C] X / such that T|A -A(m) u C X {/} = y. (i = 0, 1), T|C X / is PL homeomorphic to a\C X I, and T|A -A(m) X / is PL homeomorphic to ß X I. We say that y0 is isotopic to y, relative to a\C and ß if there exists a stratum-preserving topological isotopy h,: X -A(m) u C->A -A(m) u C (0 < t < 1) such that h0 is the identity; hx: [X -A(m) u C]ro^[A -A(m) u C]y¡ is a PL homeomorphism; and such that h\X -X(m) X I and h\C X I are PL. Theorem B. Let (A, {A(n)}) satisfy the inductive hypotheses (a)-(c) above and suppose there exists a combinatorial PL structure y on X -A(m) u C extending ß on X -X(m) and a\C on C where C is a component ofX(m) -A(m_1).
(i) If C is an open manifold, then there is a one-to-one correspondence between isotopy classes of such extensions y and vertical homotopy classes of lifts to tc:
(ii) If C is a closed manifold of dimension =£ 3, then there is a one-to-one correspondence between concordance classes of such extensions y and vertical homotopy classes of tc: C -> BTOP+(cSm~x * L) to BPL(cSm_1 * L).
In order to give some bite to Theorems A and B, it is necessary to describê
Theorem C. Let (L, {L(m)}) be a PL stratified polyhedron of dimension n. Then there exists a spectral sequence { £ r, dr) converging to "■"(TOP+(cS""-1 * L)/Vh(cSm~x * L)) for * > \_such that, if we set Gsl = irJ + l(TOP+/PL(SM * L<"-i+,), Sm * L("-sy)), then Ex, = Gsl for s + t > 2, £¿ c Gs,for s + t = 1, andEx, = Ofors + t < 0.
Furthermore, there exists a second spectral sequence {Er, dr) converging to w,(TOP+/PL(Sm * L(""i+1), Sm * L<"-s)))for * > 1 such that if p < 0, orp > m, or q > 0, then Epq = 0. In addition, if q < 0 and 4<n-s+\ = t, then for P + q > 2, e2 f//^+'(Z2;V,^(L« -£<'-'>)) forp<m, "■" \{x G Z,+ lwt(lS» -L<'-")|* = (-iy + «+'x*) forp = m, and for p + q = 1, e2 ^\H>+x{Z2;Kq+xTTx(L"-L«-")) forp<m,
In stating this theorem, we have used TOP¿/PL(S"" * L(""J+1), Sm * L(n_i)) as an abbreviation for TOP+(5"" * L("-s+x\ Sm * L("-s))/?h(Sm * L("-J+1), Sm * Lin~s)) and Aa+1G as an abbreviation for Wh G if q = 0, K0G if q = -1, and K +XG if 9 < 1 (cf. [4, Chapter XII] ). Furthermore, xi-+ x* denotes the usual duality involution on K9+xirx(Lw -L('~X)) and {x € A;+1^(LC> -L<'-'>)|x -i-lYx*) H'(Z2;Kq+MLM -£('-»>))-{; + (-l)ybe¿í+l,,(L<"-L<'-")}
We note that Theorem C is particularly complete in the case when L is a PL manifold of dimension n > 5. In this case, £,', = 0 for 5 ^ 1 and the spectral sequence {Er, dr) collapses. On the other hand, the second spectral sequence lies entirely in the triangle sketched below. Furthermore, when ttx(L) is finite, then Kq+XTTX(L) = 0 for q < -3 by a result of Carter [5] . In this case then, the spectral sequence lies entirely on the lines q = 0, -1, -2. In all these cases, we also have a description of the differential d2 . Figure 1 A note concerning the history of this paper might be in order. The first two theorems in this paper were found by the authors in October, 1976. A complete proof of Theorem C in the case when L is a PL manifold was known in July, 1977 and the essence of the general case was also known then. Because of other work, however, the writing of this paper has been rather delayed.
This paper is organized as follows: §1 completes the list of definitions used in this paper; §2 outlines the proofs of Theorems A and B; the details of those proofs are given in § §3 through 7; the proof of Theorem C is contained in § §8 through 12; and §13 contains a description of the second differential of the second spectral sequence in Theorem C. A specific description of the ingredients of the proof of Theorem C is given at the beginning of §8.
The first named author would like to extend his thanks to the Institute for Advanced Study, McMaster University, and the Royal Institute of Technology (Stockholm) for their hospitality during different periods when the research contained in this paper was being done.
1. Some more definitions. In this section we complete the list of definitions of the basic terms used in this paper.
Let A be a stratified space. Let cA denote the open cone on A (i.e. the quotient space A X [0, oo)/A X 0) and let v G cX be the vertex (i.e. the point A X 0).
Then setting (cX)(n) = v if n = 0, and (cX)(n) = cA("_l) if n > 1 gives a stratification of cA called the cone stratification. When A is a stratified space, unless otherwise stated, cA will denote the open cone on A equipped with the cone stratification.
If A and Y are stratified spaces, the product stratification on A X y is defined by (A X F)(n) = U p + q=n X(p) X A(i). The join stratification on A * Y is defined by (X * Y)M = U /, + ,="_, X(p) * F(<?) u A(n) u F(n) where Aw and F(n) are included in A * Y via the obvious inclusions of A and Y in A * Y. In the sequel, unless we state otherwise, A X F (respectively, A * F) will denote the product A X F (respectively, the join A * F) equipped with the product (respectively, the join) stratification. Let A and F be stratified spaces. The map /: A -> F is skeleton-(respectively, stratum-) preserving if f(X(n)) c F(n) (respectively, /(A(n) -A*""1') C F(n) -F(n_l)) for every n. The map / is an isomorphism of stratified spaces if it is a stratum-preserving homeomorphism. A stratified polyhedron is a pair (A, {A(n)}) where A is a polyhedron and {A(n)} is a stratification of A such that A(n) is a subpolyhedron of A for every n. Since X(n) _ Xi»-» is an open subset of xw it inherits a PL structure. If A(n) -A*"-1' with this PL structure is a PL manifold, then (A, {A(n)}) is called a PL stratified polyhedron.
Let CAT denote either of the categories TOP or PL and let A be a CAT stratified space. We say A is a CAT CS space if for every n and every x G XM -A("_1) there exist a stratified space (if CAT is TOP) or a stratified polyhedron (if CAT is PL), L, and a stratum-preserving open CAT embedding h: R" X cL^> X such that h(0, v) = x where R" is given its natural stratification (i.e. (/?")(m) = 0, if m < n; and (R")(m) -R", if m > n) and, when CAT is PL, R", cL, and Rn X cL have their usual PL structures. The space L is called a CAT link of x in A. We remark that when CAT is TOP the examples of Milnor [20] or Stallings [27] show that x does not determine a CAT link uniquely. On the other hand, Corollary 3.3 below shows that a component C of a CAT CS space is homogeneous in the sense that given any two points x and y of C, the local charts hx and hy may be chosen so that Lx is CAT homeomorphic to Ly. Example 1.1. A PL stratified polyhedron need not be a PL CS space.
To construct such an example, let m > 7 and let Wm~x be a nontrivial PL A-cobordism. Cone off the two boundary components of W to obtain a polyhedron F of the type considered by Stallings [27] . Let A = 5° * F and notice that S° * {cone points in F) forms a circle S1 c A. To complete the construction, stratify A by setting A("> = 0, if n < 1; A("> = S ', if 1 < n < m; and X(n) = A, if m < n. The remaining details are left to the reader.
We now introduce a category TOP* which is a mixture between TOP and PL. An object of TOP* is a stratified space (A, {A(n)}) together with PL structures ß on A -A(m) and a on A(m> -A'"""0. A morphism in TOP* is a stratum-preserving map /: A, -+ X2 such that /|A, -Xx(m) (respectively, f\X¡m) -A,(m-,)) is PL with respect to the PL structures ß, on A, -A,(m) (respectively, a, on A/m) -A,(m_1)) (i -1, 2). A TOP* stratified space consists of a TOP stratified space A together with a PL manifold structure a on A(m) -A(m~ ^ and a PL structure ß on A -A<m) such that (A -A(m))^ is a PL stratified polyhedron.
A TOP^ CS space consists of a TOP CS space A together with Indeed, a careful reading of [17] shows that the conclusions of that paper are essentially formal consequences of the following results:
1. (All references in this list are to [17] .) In § §3 to 7 of this paper we shall establish the appropriate analogues of all these results. Theorems A and B then follow directly from obvious modifications of the definitions and of the arguments given in [17] . A word about our style of presentation may be helpful to the reader. In addition to proving the needed analogues of the results cited above, we have also stated the analogues of some of the other key results used in the proofs given in [17] . This has been done to clarify for the reader what the appropriate analogues of those results are.
3. The tangent bundle of a stratum. Let A be a CAT CS space where CAT is one of the categories TOP, PL, or TOP*. Let C be a component of A(m) -A*"1"0. In this section we shall show that C has a CAT tangent bundle in A. We recall first the following definition due to Milnor [21] . We remark that when CAT is PL or TOP*, then a CAT link for y is a polyhedron. 
where sx(y) = (y, v), s'x(y) = (y, 0, v'), h'(y) = (y,y, v'), prx is projection on the first factor, and a(y, z, w) = (y,y + z, w). It is easy to see that all squares commute and that the composite from the left-hand column to the right-hand column defines a CAT local trivialization of (3). The reader will note that the proof above is just Milnor's proof [21, Lemma 2.1] The proof of 3.1 shows a little more than its statement reveals. Namely, if we stratify Sm~x in the obvious way (let Sm~x be the (m -1) stratum; let all other strata be empty) and, if we add a stratum to Rm X cL by setting (Rm X cL)(0) = (0, v'), then the CAT homeomorphism/: cSm~l * L -> Rm X cL used in the proof of 3.1 can be taken to be a CAT isomorphism of CAT stratified spaces. It follows from this remark that the structure group of tCAT(C; A) is the semi-simplicial complex CAT(cS""~' * L) of CAT isomorphisms of cS""_1 * L onto itself. More precisely, a /c-simplex of CAT(c5""_l * L) is a CAT isomorphism of stratified spaces/: A* X cSm~x * L -> A* X cSm~x * L which commutes with projection on A* where A* is the standard /c-simplex equipped with its usual stratification (A*)*'* = {faces of A* of dimension < /}. The face and degeneracy operators are defined in the obvious way.
Let A and F be CAT stratified spaces and let /: A -> F be a CAT stratum-preserving map. We conclude this section with the proofs of the following lemma and corollary which were used in the proof of 3.1.
Lemma 3.2. Let X be a CAT CS space and let x and y be distinct points in the same component C of A(m) -A(m_1). Then there exists a CAT isomorphism f: X -» X such that f(x) = y. Furthermore, f may be taken to be CAT isotopic to the identity.
Proof. Since C is a CAT manifold, there exists a CAT ambient isotopy //: C -> C (0 < t < 1) supported on a compact subset K of C such that f¿ = id and f[(x) = y. For each z G C, let hz: Rm X cLz -+ X be a CAT chart about z and let Then fh is a CAT chart about y and L is a CAT link for j\ 4 . Immersing a neighborhood of a stratum. In this section we define the notion of a CAT immersion near a stratum of a CAT CS space and we prove the analogue of the usual immersion theorem for manifolds. We note that if / is a CAT immersion near C, then we may form the diagram (4) defining the differential of / In this situation, when CAT is PL, df:
is actually a map of bundles with structure group PL(c(
where L is a PL link of some point x G C. If CAT is TOP or TOP*, let C be the
Then the structure group of t(C) (respectively, t(C')) is CAT(c5m"'* L) (respectively, CAT(c5""_1 * L')) where L (respectively, L') is a CAT link of x G C (respectively, f(x) G C). In this case, although L may not be CAT homeomorphic to L', df is a bundle map in the sense that on each fiber it induces a CAT homeomorphism of cSm~x * L onto cSm~x * L'. Similarly a regular /c-homotopy near C, £: A* X U -* A* X F induces a bundle map dF: Ak X t(C) -^ Ak X t(Y(m) -F(m_1>) commuting with projection on A*.
Let D be a closed subset of C and let / be a CAT immersion of a neighborhood of D into F. We let CAT Immy(C; F) be the semi-simplicial complex whose A>simplices are CAT regular A>homotopies near C, F: Ak X U -> Ak X F, such that £ equals 1 X /on a neighborhood of Ak X D where we identify two such maps £,: A* X U¡ -> Ak X F (t = 1, 2) if they agree on A* X U where U is an open neighborhood of C, U G Ux n U2. If D = 0, we write simply CAT Imm(C; F) and 
Theorem 4.1. In the situation described above suppose that the closed subset D of C is either compact or a locally flat submanifold. Suppose also that every component of C -D is either noncompact or a manifold with boundary. Then the map d of (5) is a homotopy equivalence.
Proof. The arguments given in [9] or [17] show that this theorem is a more or less formal consequence of the following propositions: 
is a Kan f i brat ion. 5. The proof of Proposition 4.3. The arguments given in [9] and [17, pp. 144-147] show that 4.3 follows directly from the following propositions. and such that H is the identity outside some compact set.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that U = \0Bm~~x X 105' X cmL, that U0 = 10Ím_/ X (10¿' X \B') X cl0L, and that V = R"1'' X /?' X cL. The proof now follows that of Siebenmann [26, §3] with some modifications. In particular, we construct a sequence of embeddings £,, £2, £3, £4, £5, £6 which are (i) equal to £ on rBm^i X rB' X crL for some r > 0;
(ii) equal to the identity on the intersection of either^ = Rm~' X (/?' -\Bl) X cL X I or A = 7"""' X (T -\B') X cL X I with the domain of £, (whichever makes sense); and (iii) are level preserving (i.e. commute with projection on /). We construct Fx by using [2, Lemma 2.2] to wrap F around Tm. This involves restriction to a neighborhood W of cxL X 0 in cX0L X I. We may assume that W has the form c,Lx [0, e,] for some tx, e, (1 < r, < 10; e, > 0). We obtain an embedding £,: fm"' X V X c,L X [0, e,] -> Tm~{ X T X cL X I satisfying (i)-(iii) above such that £, is PL on Tm~' X T X (c,L -v) X [0, e,] and on Tm~' X T X v X [0, e,] by Addendum (iii) to Lemma 2.2 of [2] . Note also that £,| Tm~i X T X c,L X 0 is the identity.
To construct £2, we first conjugate £, by a level-preserving homeomorphism of T""-' X T' X c, L X I to insure that £, is the identity on a neighborhood of Â n (Tm~' X T' X L,2 X /) where t2 = tx/2. We regard the restriction of £, to Tm~' X T X L,2 X [0, e,] as a PL isotopy into Tm~i X 7" X (cL -v) which is the identity near A n (Tm~' X T' X L, ). By the Covering Isotopy Theorem for maps of polyhedra [1] , there exists a PL isotopy Gxof Tm~' X T' X (cL -v) onto itself such that for every s G [0, e,], G[(x) = G\Fx°(x) = F\(x) for x G Tm~' X F X L,2 where Gsx = Gx\Tm~' X T X (cL -v) X s and Fsx is defined similarly. Furthermore G, may be chosen to be the identity on A and outside a compact set containing Tm~' X T' X L,. Thus G, extends, via the identity, to an isotopy of Tm-i x T¡ x C^L onto itself We define f2 by setting f2(x) = G{~xFx(x) if x G jm-i x fi x C^L x jo, e,] and £2(x) = x otherwise. It follows immediately from the construction that there exists a t3 <tx such that Fx and £2 agree on 7"""' X T' X c, L X [0, e,]. Clearly then £2 satisfies (i)-(iii) above. Note also that F2 is the identity.
We now define two auxiliary maps G2 and H2 as follows: G2 = (F2\Tm~' X T' X v X [0, e,]) X id and H2 = G2XF2 where id is the identity on cL. We also construct a map G4 as follows: We regard the restriction of G3 (or, what is the same thing, £3) to 4Bm~i X 45' XcX [0, e,] to be a PL isotopy of 4Bm~i X 45' in Rm. Since G3 = £3° is the identity, there exists an e2 < e, such that tJ3(45m~' X 45') c 55m~iX 55' for 0 < s < e2. But then there exists a PL isotopy G4: Rm~i X 5' X [0, e2] -* Rm~' X R' X [0, e2] such that G4 is the identity; for every s (0 < 5 < e2), Gs4(x) = G^(x) = Fs3(x) for x G 4Bm~i X 45'; and Gs4 is the identity outside 5Êm~' X 55'. We set G4= G4X id where id is the identity on cL.
We now define £4 to be the composite The construction of £5 requires a map J similar to that of [26, §3] . To describe J, we identify Rm~' X Ri and 55m"' X 55' with R and 55m in the obvious way and write Rm and 55m respectively as the union of the annuli An = {x G Rm\n <\x\ < n + 1} and A'n = {x G 55m|5 -1/2"-4 < |x| < 5 -1/2"-3} respectively (n = 4, 5, 6, . . . ). We can then construct a PL embedding J': Rm X cL-* Rm X cL mapping An X cL onto A'" X cL with the following properties:
(a)y'|45m X cL = id; By an argument similar to the one used to construct £2, we may replace £5 with a new TOP* map £6: 5m"' X 5' X cL X [0, e2]-> Rm~' X R' X cL X [0, e2] such that £6 agrees with £ on A, has properties (ii) and (iii) and is the identity outside a compact set containing 0x5' X v. Choose r < tx and e > 0 so that rBm-i x rB¡ x cL x jo, t] g N. Then £6 satisfies (i). 
(t) > 0 and an isotopy G,: V X [t -e(t), t + e(t)] -* V X [t -e(t), t + e(t)] such that for every s G [t -e(t), t + e(t)]
G,sF'(x) = Fs(t) where Gf -Gt\V X s and Fs = F\U X s. The G, may now be spliced together to yield the desired isotopy H by another standard argument.
6. An engulfing lemma. In this section we prove the following lemma. (ii) In fact, if we stratify U by setting U(n) = U n A(n), then h is an isomorphism of CAT CS spaces.
Proof. The argument given by Lacher [16] to establish this result for manifolds extends trivially to establish this case also.
Proof of 6.1. By 6.2 there exist a neighborhood U of /[0, oo) in A and a CAT homeomorphism h: U-» 51 X Rm~x X cL. Clearly there exists an ambient isotopy 4>, (0 < t < 1) of Rx X Rm~x X cL such that \¡¿X(RX X 5m_1 X cL) c 5 ' X 5m~ ' X cL -[0, oo) X 0 X v and such ^, is the identity outside (-1, oo) X Bm~ ' X cxL. Set <b,(x) = h~x\l>th(x) if x G U and <i>,(x) = x otherwise. 7. A collaring lemma. In this section we prove the following lemma. 8. The proof of Theorem C. In this section we begin the proof of Theorem C by constructing the first of the two spectral sequences described in it. The second spectral sequence is constructed in §9, its £' term is calculated in § §10 and 11, and its £2 term is determined in §12 at which point the proof of Theorem C is complete. Before stating the main results of this section, we set some notation.
Throughout the remainder of this paper, CAT will denote any one of the three categories TOP, PL, or TOP*. Let (A, A) be a pair of spaces in CAT-when CAT is TOP*, regard A as being a substratified space of A (i.e. A(ri) = A n A(n)) and A -A{m) as being a subpolyhedron of A -A(m). We let CAT(A, A) (respectively, ?PCAT(A, A)) denote the semi-simplicial complex of CAT homeomorphisms (respectively, CAT pseudo-isotopies) of A that restrict to the identity on A. Thus a /c-simplex of CAT(A, A) (respectively, 9CA.T(X, A)) is a CAT homeomorphism/: A* X A -► A* X A (respectively, £: A*x/xA->A*X/xA) that commutes with projection on A* and that satisfies/]A* X A = id (respectively, that commutes with projection on A* and that satisfies £|A* X / X A u A* X 0 X X = id and £(A* X 1 X A) = A* X 1 X A). When CAT is TOP*, we require that the restric- The proof is given later in this section. It follows from 8.1 that it is sufficient for us to determine the homotopy of TOP*/PL(5m * L, 5""). Proof. The main step in constructing this spectral sequence is the following proposition whose proof will be given later in this section. where r is the restriction map and /' is the inclusion.
9. Another spectral sequence. In this section we construct a spectral sequence that converges to £ ' of the spectral sequence 8.2. In particular, we prove the following proposition. Then r" is a fibration onto whose fiber CAT(cSp * A, cSp * A u Sp * X) is contractible by the Alexander trick. Thus r" is a homotopy equivalence. Since r"c = id, c is also a homotopy equivalence. Similarly r' is a fibration with contractible fiber CAT(cSp * A, cSp * A u Sp * X). Hence r' is a homotopy equivalence.
Since the bottom row of the diagram above is obviously a fibration, so is the upper row and the proof of 9.3 is completed.
10. The determination of Epq. It is the object of this section and the next to identify most of the £' term of the spectral sequence described in §9. In this section, we prove the following proposition. respectively, where p is the restriction map of 9.2 and 3= (Sp~k * X) X Ik u (Sp~k *A)X lk.
Proof. This is obvious. For any space A, let 17: irk(X) -> ir0(Q,kX) be the natural isomorphism.
Let /: TOPp((Sp k * X) X Ik, 3) -> <3>TOPf_x((Sp-k * X) X Ik~x, 3) be the map obtained by noting that since a ¿-simplex in the first complex is the identity on A* X (Sp~k * A) X /*"' X 0, it is also in the second complex. where 3t is the connecting homomorphism of the homotopy exact sequence of the fibration 9.3.
11. The rest of Epq. In this section, we identify most of the remaining Ep\q terms of the spectral sequence of §9.
For any space A, we shall let Wh ttx(X) = 2 Wh w,(Aa) where the summation runs over the path components of A and Wh G denotes the Whitehead group of the group G. The groups A077,(A) and A,7r,(A) for i < 0 are defined similarly where the latter groups refer to the "lower" algebraic A-theoretic groups of [4, Chapter XII].
Theorem 11.1. Let L be a compact PL stratified polyhedron of dimension n. Let t = n -s + \ < n and suppose 5 < p + m. Then for p + q > 2 in the spectral sequence 9.1,
We shall show in §12 that when p + q = I then £' is actually a subgroup of {x G Kq+XTTX(L(,) -L('_1>)|x = (-\)' + xx*) where "star" denotes the usual duality involution.
We also remark that when L has no strata of dimensions < 4, then 11.1 completes the description of £' forp + q > 2.
Proof. This follows directly from the exact sequence
77(t(<3,TOp;-_1/'3'PL(^1 * l(,), sp~x * l('-])))â nd the following propositions.
Proposition 11.2. Let L be a PL stratified polyhedron of dimension n, t < n and suppose 5 < p + t. Then Similarly £2 is isotopic to the identity in 9 PL(5° * A, 5°). It now follows that £0 is isotopic to the identity in "ÍPPLÍS0 * A, 5°) from which 11.4 follows. If we now regard / X (v± * B±) as the cone on 0 X (u± * 5±) u / X 5± with vertex 1 X v±, we may isotope £)|A± to the identity via an Alexander isotopy. By the isotopy extension theorem, this extends to an isotopy in (i?PL((Sp~x~k * A) X /*, 3) from £, to a pseudo-isotopy £2 such that F2\N± = id.
Consider now the map G0 = £2|/ X S° * [(Sp-2~k * X) X /*]. Then G0 G 'éPPLOS'0 * Y,S° * D) where F = (Sp~2~k * X) X Ik and D = (Sp-2~k * L) X /* U (Sp~2~k * A) X /*. But now 11.4 and its addendum show that G0 is isotopic to the identity in 'dPPLtS'0 * F, 5° * D). We extend this isotopy via the identity to an isotopy of £2 to the identity in 9PL((Sp~l~k * A) X /*, 3). It now follows that £0 is isotopic to the identity in 9 PL((SP~x ~k * A) x /*, 3) and 11.3 is established.
12. The £2 term. In this section we shall obtain a description of the E2 term of the spectral sequence 9.1 by determining the differential dx.
To simplify our notation in this section, we shall use A, G to denote, respectively, Wh G if / = 1, K0G if / -0, and A,G if i < 0. Let w: G^ Z2 = {± 1} be a homomorphism and denote by x i-> x* the involution on K¡G induced by the anti-involution of ZG that sends 2 ngg to 2 w(g)n g~x. These involutions are natural on the category of pairs (G, w) and define a Z(Z2) module structure on Ä/G). We let Hr(Z2; KtG) = {x G K,G\x = (-1)'**}/ [y + (-\)ry*\y G Kfi).
The main result of this section is the following proposition. Since r" is the restriction of a pseudo-isotopy to time / = l which, in turn, corresponds to the /i-cobordism 3 + W on the top of the above picture, it follows easily that pr,T~x(x) = ar+ where t+ = t(3+ W, (L(0 -Int A) X T~q x Ip + i-{ X 0 X 1). But t+ = S{x) + (-l)'+p~xd(x)*; hence dp\q(x) = pr^~x(x) = x + (-l)'*'** lx* since a: Wh(G X Z~*)-» Kq+XG satisfies a(x*) = (-l)«(a(x))* and ad = id. This completes the proof of the first part of 12.1.
The second part of 12.1 (whenp + q = 1) is established by a similar argument.
It is sufficient to note that in this case, it is still possible to define a function p: ir0(TOP;_x(Sp-x * L<«>, S>-> * £<'-«>)) -»*,".,*,(£<'> -L<'"'>)
(p + 9 = 1) such that prtT_1(x) = x + (-l)'x*. Now consider the diagram
where we have denoted the pair (Sr*Li0, Sr*L('~X)) by Sr * L (r = p,p -1) to simplify notation. It is easy to see that p induces a function p making the bottom triangle commute. Since the middle triangle also commutes, we now see that prtf~xx = x + (-\)'x*.
Since Ep\q = Im dp forp + q = 1, pr,/^) = 0 for any>> G Epq. Hence
as we asserted in §11. Since the argument for the first case identifies the boundaries in E'q as [y + (~\)'+xy*\y G kq+xirx(L(,) -L('_1))}, the proof of 12.1 is now complete.
We remark that the function p described in the case p + q = 1 above is not in general a homomorphism. The problem is that a homeomorphism/: Sp~x * L(,)-» Sp~x * L('\ induces a homotopy equivalenceg: L<0 -L(,_l>-► L<0 -L('_1) which may not induce the identity on fundamental groups. The most we can expect then is that p be a crossed homomorphism. On the image of rm this problem does not arise and p|Im /•" is a homomorphism.
13. The second differential. In this section we obtain a description of the differential d2q in the spectral sequence 9.1. In order to do this, we recall that the direct sum decomposition a Wh(G X Z") = Wh G © aK0G © ¿ (^)a_í + 1G © Nil terms leads to a direct sum decomposition HC(Z2; Wh(G X Z")) = HC(Z2; Wh G) © aHc+x(Z2; K0G) ®t(abW+b(Z2;K_b+xG).
In particular, there is a well-defined projection a: HC(Z2; Wh(G X Za)) -» Hc+a(Z2; K_a+XG).
There is a similar direct sum decomposition of HC(Z2; k0(G X Z")) which leads to where e: E2q -* Hm+q+'(Z2; Kq+xirx(Lw -L""1')) is the natural surjection. In all other cases d2 = 0.
We remark that although H*(Z2; C) is periodic of period 2 for any coefficient module C, the periodicity of the Wall groups makes the maps ß and y in the Rothenberg sequence periodic of period 4. The appropriate value of c to use in computing dpq, then, isp + r + 1.
Proof. Let £ G Epq. We first give a geometric interpretation of dpq(Ç,). Namely, By an obvious modification of the argument in [28, Lemma 4] , we may find an embedding of V in 3 + W such that V meets the front and back faces of 3 + W in (L(,) -Int A) X T~q~x X ¡P + q-] where T~q~x c T~q is the subtorus consisting of the last -q -1 copies of Sx. Furthermore, we may assume that F(V) = (LwInt N) X T~q~x x ¡p + i-x x / x 1 and that £ is split along V (cf. [8] ). If we now make F transverse to (L(,) -IntA)x T~q~x X IP + q~l x I X I, relative to the boundary, and let U be the inverse image of this set, we obtain a normal cobordism U from (L(,) -Int A) x T~q~x X fP+q~x x / X 0 to V. It is immediate from the definitions in [22] that the class that U represents in Lp+i(ttx(L(,) -L*'"1') X Z"«-') is just yô(0-Since t(V, (Lw -Int A) X 0 X T~q-X X Ip+q~l) = ß(y8(C)), we now see that d2q(i) = a/3yô(£) as claimed. This completes the proof of 13.1.
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